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In the Animals: Believe it or
Not! article from
December,the Fossa is
REAL and the Emperor
Panda is FAKE! Check out
this month's wacky-weird
animals!

By: Aiden Coan

The Civil Rights Movement In World War ll  the black citizens were discharged from
joining the military and were not given better paying jobs when work bloomed. 10
years later The Civil Rights Movement happened to gain equal rights for African
American citizens; this happened between 1954 and 1960. Back then there was a law,
saying black people had to sit in the back of the bus and white people sat in the
front.On December 1, 1955, a woman named Rosa Parks got on the bus and sat down
on the bus after work. A white man came on the bus but he could not find a spot in
his section so the bus driver told Rosa Parks and 5 other men to get up. She refused
and the cops arrested her. That is when Baptist Minister Martin Luther King jr stepped
in.
 
Martin Luther King Jr Martin King Jr led the civil rights movement.You may have
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Martin Luther King's Impact

heard of him, the guy who gave the “I Have a Dream'' speech. Martin’s strong belief in nonviolent protests helped
set the tone for the Civil Rights Movement. Martin organised and led the march on Washington with over 200,000
people, this was the most famous march. Martin led the Montgomery Bus Boycott. Sadly after all his work he was
assassinated on April 4, 1968 by James Earl Ray. James Earl Ray was the leader of many young people who thought
that we should keep the Segregation Law in place. James Ray also thought that Martin King’s nonviolent protests
were a crime.
 
Defeating Segregation Law In 1964 the Civil Rights Act was passed for equal employment, limited the use of
voter literacy tests, and allowed federal authorities to ensure public facilities were integrated. Then in 1965 the
Voting Rights Act was passed which allowed anyone to vote of any race. Then 3 years later, just days after the
Martin Luther King Jr was assassinated in 1968, they passed the Fair Housing Act. It prevented housing
discrimination based on race, sex, national origin and religion.
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Animals
Believe it or Not!

The Dingiso is a tree kangaroo found in New
Guinea in the Tembagapura and Kwiyawagi
mountains. The Dingiso will eat leaves and fruit
from the trees and sometimes collect fruit that
has fallen to the ground. The length of this animal
head to body is 52-81 cm and weighs about 6.5 to
14.5 kg. They have well developed hindquarters
and move their hind feet at the same time. The
soles of their feet have bear cushion-like pads with
rough skin along with curved nails making it easy
for them to get around the trees. Their long tail
helps them keep balance while it moves through
the trees and braces it while it climbs. They are
marsupials, so they have a pouch to carry their
young while they grow and develop. They are most
likely agile making it able to move from tree to tree
quickly. They can jump from heights of 18 meters
or more and don’t get injured. They are active
during the day and night and are comfortable
being on the ground where they would forage. It
belongs to the macprods group with kangaroos
and wallabies.

The Lion Wasp is a species of wasp native to
everywhere except for Antarctica. They are

usually found in nests they make out of a rough
paper by chewing up strips of bark and spitting
it out again. When encountered their sting can

release a pheromone making other wasps
nearby aggressive. The wasps diet consists of a

variety of food like nectar, fruit, honey, small
insects and plants. They help keep control of

the spider and caterpillar populations. To feed
larvae the wasp will usually sting a spider or

caterpillar and paralyze it then bring it into a
chamber of the nest and the larvae will then

consume the food. When encountered with a
predator they will give a painful sting and are
capable of stinging repeatedly. The lion wasp

usually isn’t aggressive unless provoked by
someone or something. They are great for

getting rid of most pests like spiders.

You Decide.

Which is real?
Which is fake?

By: Braylon Rangel



A Spotlight on Drama Club & Theater
By: Emery McEvoy

You’ve probably seen a lot or heard of stuff around the school about Drama
Club and the Frozen Jr. musical. Maybe you’re interested in joining one or the
other, but you don’t have all the info you want. I was in Willy Wonka Jr. and I am
in Drama Club, and I can give you that info here!

Auditions for Frozen Jr. are on the 30th and 31st after school. You can get the
audition papers from Ms. Graves. The best time to get them is at Drama Club,
which is after school on Thursdays from 2:30 to 3:30. At the auditions, you’ll
be asked to read short sections of the script in-character in a short 

presentation called “cold reads.” You’ll also be asked to sing sections of songs from the musical, though you can
choose what song you sing out of the four on the list.Drama Club, as I’ve stated, is directly after school until 3:30 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. You must be in Drama Club to try out for Frozen Jr. In Drama Club, we usually play acting
and characterization games and generally gain skills used in theatre. Especially around this time, we practice songs,
dances, and other audition pieces for the musical as a group.Frozen Jr. has a role for everyone, so don’t hesitate to
audition! If you’re up for joining, I can’t wait to see you in Frozen Jr. and Drama Club!
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A N C I E N T  G R E E K S  U S E D
T O  E X E R C I S E  N A K E D .



36 years ago the Ghostbusters saved New York with a budget of 25 million dollars and the time to make the film only 10 months, which for a high
budget movie is a very short time.
 
Dan Aykroyd (Ray Stantz) came up with the original idea for a Ghostbusters film and even had a script for it. In this script the Ghostbusters were a
dime a dozen and they went to space to fight a monster set way in the future. When he turned in this script to the production company they thought
the story needed to be a little more down to earth (literally). And so the first draft of Ghostbusters was made.
 
Now was the time to start casting the busters, and who better than SNL comedian Eddie Murphy! However when they offered the role to him he
declined, stating “If I get drafted, who’s gonna be the token black on Saturday Night Live?” They still had three slots that needed to be filled so they
contacted other celebs, such as Harold Ramis and Bill Murray. Harold accepted the role as Egon Spangler and as assistant director, and Bill Murray(s)
agent claimed that Bill had accepted the role of Peter Venkman. However no one had seen (or will see) Bill Murray on set for the production which
left the question if he was going to even show up. Now only one Ghostbuster needed to be casted so they had auditions. So to replace Eddie
Murphy, Ernie Hudson was casted as Winston Zeddemore. Now, Winston was going to be a very big character and he had a lot of very big lines.
Which exited Ernie Hudson seeing as he had only played small roles before.
 
Now filming week had come upon them and still no one had seen Bill Murray, it was the day before filming started and Bill was in France. The
needed to shoot the first shot at 10:00am however the next morning… There was Bill Murray, in character at 8:00. However the script had changed,
Winston Zeddemore was originally supposed to come in at page 28, but in this new script it was page 65, shrinking the character by a lot. This
frustrated Ernie Hudson so he spoke to the director, Ivan Reitman, who told him, “It’s Hollywood.” Now that they had Bill Murray they wanted to use
him a lot more than Zeddemore. And that’s what they did. In fact, most of Bill’s lines in the movie were completely improvised by him and him alone. 
 
But in order to make this movie they would need special effects, and lots of it. Which was a problem seeing as the only big special effects company at
the time was tied up with Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom. How convenient for them that a few of the members on this company have
decided to leave and start their own business. Now with only 8 months left to finish the film they need to start popping out special effects on top of
the scenes, what they didn’t know is how long that takes.
 
Now, with 1 month left, after a pre-showing with no special effects, script problems, cast problems, legal problems, and story problems, the film is
near complete but something is missing… A song.
 
It needs to be funky and catchy and it has to have the word Ghostbusters in it, and who better to sing it then Ray Parker Jr.! However when he was
told to write and perform the song, he hit a blank. It wasn’t until (literally) last minute that he came up with the lyrics for the now iconic Ghostbusters
theme. Now with three days left to finish up the film they slap a few more tweaks and edits onto it and send it in on the last day… And in theatres it
made over 282.2 million dollars (a lot of money) and people still praise the film to date. From it’s sequels, to its spin-off cartoons, and it’s horrible
reboots, Ghostbusters is now an icon and will remain that way for years to come. 
 
A few years after the release of Ghostbusters 2, they decided they wanted to make a 3rd movie with the same cast. So a new company wrote a script
for “Ghostbusters: go to h*ll” and sent it to the cast. As soon as Bill Murray got the script he sent it back, but not before putting it through a
shredder.
 
Then Harold Ramis (Egon Spangler) died, he was such a large part of the first and second movie that it wouldn’t be possible to make a third without
him. 
 
Two years after his death came the monstrosity that is 2016 Ghostbusters, a reboot of the original but now with an all female cast. After that fans of
Ghostbusters lost hope that anything good Ghostbusters related could come after that.
 
Then a trailer dropped, consisting of Paul Rudd, Finn Wolfhard, and McKenna Grace.   A new movie is to come, and it is called: Ghostbusters: Afterlife.
It is set to release this summer and will feature Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, and Ernie Hudson returning as they’re former roles. And the new child cast
will be portraying the grandchildren of Harold Ramis’s character: Egon Spangler. No news has dropped on this movie since then but hopefully we can
see the true Ghostbusters one last time on the big screen. To learn more about Ghostbusters: Afterlife go to ghostbusters.com and don’t forget who
to call if there's somethin’ strange in your neighborhood.

By: Christian Tatro



Word Search
By: Lincoln Patrick

JANUARY
NEW YEAR

COLD
BOOTS MITTENS

CHILLY
RESOLUTIONS

PARTY
ICICLE

FROSTY
COAT

MLK JR
SCARF

SHOVEL
FRESH START

Did you know that sloths can hold their breath longer than dolphins can? By slowing
their heart rates, sloths can hold their breath for up to 40 minutes. Dolphins need to
come up for air after about 10 minutes.
 
Did you know that supermarket apples can be a year old? This odd fact might be
changing the way you eat, those fresh apples aren’t all that fresh, per say. They’re usually
picked between August and November, covered in wax, hot-air dried, and sent into cold
storage. After six to twelve months, they finally land on your grocery store shelves.
 
Did you know that it would only take one hour to drive to space?
 
If you get into your car, turned on the ignition, and drove up into the sky at 60 mph then
it would take just one hour to get to outer space, according to astronomer Fred Hoyle.
Of course, that’s if you could drive at a vertical angle and all. But it’s a fun thought to
think about.
 
Did you know that a woman was elected in congress before women’s suffrage?
 
American women were given the right to vote in 1920, but Jeanette Rankin became the
first woman in the U.S. federal office in 1916.

fun
facts
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A N Y  M E N  R E A D I N G  T H I S ?
Y O U ' R E  W E L C O M E

F E A R  O F  T H E  N U M B E R
1 3  I S  C A L L E D

T R I S K A I D E K A P H O B I A .

A  G R O U P  O F
F L A M I N G O S  I S

C A L L E D  A
F L A M B O Y A N C E .

By: Izzy Medlin



Some families have relationship problems, and they don’t want to
go to a counselor. So the things you have to do to possibly make
your relationship stronger is:
 
Say Thank You
Everyone likes to feel appreciated and loved. Thanking your family
member for the little things they do may go unnoticed. Let them
know you did notice. Or simply say, “You are an amazing person and
I am so glad you are in my life.”
 
Be Affectionate
Physical affection is a good way to show your family members you
love them especially on a day when things don’t go so well. Do your
best to show you love them. Just a simple hug might make their day
better.
 
 
 
 
 

Listen to music that makes you happy
Get involved with school (Clubs, sports, ect.)
Exercise to relieve stress  
Find someone you can talk to that you can trust 
Surround yourself with good people
Don’t argue with your parents
Keep good grades
Spend time with your friends
Talk to your counselor

Ideas on how to cope with divorced parents:
 

Support them
You need to support your family; believe in them. Even if you really
don’t, show that you truly care about them. Support them and it
might make your relationship a little bit stronger.
 
Be Kind
Some people aren’t very kind to their own family. If that’s you, try
to be more kind. I understand that not everyone can be nice 24/7,
but if you say something nice like saying, “Hey Karen I love your
hair.” It might make “Karen” feel so much better that day and
about herself.
 
Spend more time together
Spending time with your family can also improve your relationship.
I’m not saying too much; if you do that, then you might not get
along as well. But just go do fun activities so you guys are both
entertained, but you’re doing it together.
 
Space
Sometimes people just need space. Not everyone likes to be
affectionate to one another. Space can help just as well as
spending time together, maybe it’ll work even better. It just
depends on the type of person you and the other person are.
 
 
 
 

By: Emma Hopper and
Kason Swofford

Habit 1
Be Proactive

Sharp
en

THE
Family

By:  Amberlynn Glenn

Hercules Glades
Ha Ha Tonka 
 Busiek State Park
Mark Twain National Forest
Roaring River State Park 
Frisco Trail
Fantastic Caverns

Things to do with each parent:
 
Go on a Hike to:

 
Watch a movie!
 
Spend family time!
 
Go shopping!

Ha Ha Tonka (1 hour 21 minutes
away, Camden, MO)It has a
natural bridge It has a burnt
down mansion, garage, and
water tower
Hercules Glades (1 hour 30
minutes, Bradleyville, MO)Lots
of wildlifeThere are waterfalls
and a big long river and creek
Busiek State Park (44 minutes
away, Highlandville, MO)There is
a cool river and creekThere are
trails to take horses on
Roaring River State Park (1 hour
24 minutes away, Cassville,
MO) You can go fishing and
swimmingYou can camp and
hike

Discovery Center (costs $8.00
for kids 3-15 and $16.00 for 16-
59)

Clue
Monopoly
Yahoo
UNO
Risk
Ticket to ride
DiamondsFarkle

Go camping!

 
Go on a trip

 
Play board games

Do your landry
Jumanji
Left, Right, Center
Clean your room
Help cook dinner
Mow the grass
Help keep organized
Clean the garage

Baseball
Basketball
Soccer
Track and Field
Football
 

Look at the animals
Walk the trail
Fish
Hangout

Look at the wildlife
Learn about wildlife
Go for a hike
Go for a bike ride

Frisbee Golf

Two rivers bike park

Help out around the house

 
Play a sport with your dad

Rutledge Wilson Farm park

 
Go to the nature center

 
Miller Farm Park

 
Go mountain biking

Go roller skating!
 
Bike on the Frisco
Highline Trail!



History of 

By: Hayden Kaniowski

Star Wars is one of the many stables of pop culture that
has a lot of history to how it was made. With new releases
like The Rise of Skywalker and the video game Jedi: Fallen

Order it’s fun to look back on how these things came to be
when there was just one film. So let’s look at the history of

Star Wars.
 

Geroge Lucas starts coming up with the pieces and writing
a rough draft of the story in 1976 and started production
that same year.Geroge Lucas completes the final script,
casting, and starts production. However the production

starts to fall apart. Filming the desert planet Tatooine was a
disaster to a lot of weather problems in Tunisia, costumes
like C-3PO’s broke and parts actually knifed into the actor

Anthony Daniel’s foot. Kenny Baker who played R2-D2
didn’t function very well on two feet. And all the cast, beside

Alec Guiness, mostly complained about the shooting
process.

Eventually they moved to London to shoot the scenes for
the Death Star. However the production didn’t go better as
expected. Once again the cast and crew didn’t fully believe

or commit to the script. “I could ask for an extra five
minutes. But they always voted me down”-George Lucas.

Filming the lightsaber battle between Obi Wan Kenobi and
Darth Vader was tough due to how fragile the blades were.
Filming the scene with the Death Star rope swing with Luke
Skywalker and Leia Organa at first concerned the actor for

Luke Mark Hamill.
 

However the stuntman showed them how to swing across
the bridge safely. Due to a sound Mark thought the
stuntman’s harness snapped but it was actually his

trousers. So Mark Hamill and Carrie Fisher swung across
the bridge and they got it in one take. Once filming was
done the film was edited and put together. The 1st cut

however was a disaster with the effects looking and audio
sounding terrible. The effects at the company ILM

(Industrial Lights & Magic) were worse due to George not
being satisfied with any of the shots.

Gathering two editors and being able to work with his wife
George Lucas re-edited the film from the ground up.

However this process pushed the film’s due date from
Christmas 1976 to summer of 1977. This scared the studio

20th Century Fox and they wanted to cancel the film.
However Alan Lad Jr. the, head of the studio, had faith in

George and let him continue despite his concern. After the
film was done with editing they had to have the musical
score. John Williams who was familiar with composing

science fiction fantasies gave the film a score no one will
forget. ILM was working hard as ever to get everything

finished. Finally the film was finished and May 1977 would
be the year the world would never forget.

This script little had faith in became one of the many
stables of pop culture overnight. Then these three leads
known as Mark Hammil, Harrison Ford, and Carrie Fisher

were known by the world right away.

With the film becoming a smash hit and
characters like Darth Vader, C-3PO, and
R2-D2 the film’s fans wanted collectibles
and toys however Kenner, which is the

company that signed on to make the toys.
Characters like Luke Skywalker, Han Solo,

R2-D2, and Darth Vader became icons.
They would also have a huge opening

outside the Chinese theater.

This showing is actually pretty famous
with several characters leaving footprints

in the concrete ground.
 

In 1980 would see the release of The
Empire Strikes Back which would be a

blast for most audience introducing new
planets, and characters such as Yoda,
Lando, and the Emperor. It would also

give the audience the duel between Vader
and Luke revealing that Luke is the son of
Vader. This lead the audience on a huge

cliffhanger seeing how the next film would
not come out for another 3 years. Both of

the films gave Lucas the ability to start
new projects such as Raiders of the Lost

Ark.

In 1983 would see the release of the 3rd film of the original
trilogy Return of the Jedi. This serve as the conclusion of the

Star Wars films for another 16 years. It introduced
characters such as Jabba the Hutt, and made the Emperor
the main villain of the saga. It also introduced the Ewoks of

the planet Endor.

For the next decade there was no longer any new films
until in 1994 it was announced the George Lucas would be
going back and making a new trilogy based around the past
of Darth Vader. The film was originally going to be released

in 1997 it was delayed to 1999.

Most of the lines for the film
were huge. The Star Wars
excitement returned and

everyone couldn’t wait to show
the next generation of Star Wars 

films to their kids. However when screening the film
fans were left hugely disappointed. They felt that
George Lucas had wrote a script too much about

politics and nonsense. They also disliked young Anakin
Skywalker, and the infamous Jar Jar Binks. However

many people were fans of the action scenes and the
new villain Darth Maul.

continued in this issue...somewhere.........



The Best

sugar cookie By: Lanie Keene

I am using this specific recipe because it’s my grandma’s. It is important
for people to share and pass down traditions that they learn, because it
can be used by generations to come, it’s also preserving peoples family

history. This sugar cookie recipe is written in my grandmother’s
handwriting, and whenever you have a special part of your history. You

keep it alive. So, without further ado, my grandma’s famous sugar cookie
recipe!! (I hope you can try it out!)

Something Special Dance
Friday, February 7th

7-9pm
$5

Yearbook Orders Due
Monday, March 23!

$35

Humane Society supply
drive is extended through

February!

Recipe!

Cream (Mix) together:
~ 1 cup (2 sticks) of butter 

~ 1 cup of vegetable oil
~1 cup powdered sugar
~1 cup graduated sugar

 
Mix together (Separate from the ingredients above)

~Add: 2 eggs
~1 teaspoon of vanilla

~4 cups of flour
~1 teaspoon of Baking Soda

~1 teaspoon of Salt
~ 1 teaspoon of Cream of Tartar

~Add: 2 eggs
~1 teaspoon of vanilla

Add the two sets of ingredients above together, then chill, roll
into balls, dip slightly into a bowl of sugar, put down on pan

with a cookie sheet, lightly press down with a fork.
 

Bake in the oven at 375’ for 10-12 min  Optional: Put sprinkles
on the cookie for an extra touch

D I D  
Y O U

K N O W

S P I C Y  F O O D S  T R I C K
Y O U R  T A S T E  B U D S  I N T O
B E I N G  M O R E  S A T I S F I E D
W I T H  S M A L L  A M O U N T S

O F  F O O D .
 

S O ,  T E C H N I C A L L Y ,
Y O U ' L L  E A T  L E S S  W H E N
Y O U  O P T  F O R  A  S P I C Y

M E A L .

M O S T  P E O P L E  H A D
N E V E R  H E A R D  O F  T H E
M O N A  L I S A  B E F O R E  I T
W A S  S T O L E N  I N  1 9 1 1 .
O N L Y  T H E N  W A S  I T
R E C O G N I Z E D  A S  A

M A S T E R P I E C E .

A R T  C O M P E T I T I O N S
W E R E  H E L D  I N  T H E

O L Y M P I C S  B E T W E E N
1 9 1 2 - 1 9 4 8 .



Artist's Wall
By: Adam Dunlap and Aiden Coan

ACTION CLASS UPDATE:MORE THAN ONE STORY

WMS

IN  THE  LAST  MONTH  WE

ACCOMPLISHED  THE  VIDEOS  THAT

TRANSLATE  PLACES  INTO  DIFFRENT

LANGUAGES ,  THE  SIGNS  POSTED

AROUND  THE  SCHOOL  THAT  ARE

COLOR  CODED  AND  IN  DIFFRENT

LANGUAGES ,  VIDEO  WE  MADE  FOR

THE  FESTIVAL  OF  NATIONS .

OUR  GOAL  IS  TO  WE  WANT  TO  KEEP

HELPING  TO  RAISE  AWARENESS  OF

CULTURAL  DIVERSITY .

Name: Lyra Coghlan
Art Topic: Self-Portrait
Years of Experience: 2-3
Media: Mechanical Pencils and
Sketch Paper
Favorites: People and Landscapes

Name: Jessica Smith
Art Topic: A person named Logam

Years of Experience: 6
Media: Pencils and Alcohol Markers

Favorites: People and Cartoons

Name: Kainan Bent
Art Topic: Fish Person
Years of Experience: 9
Media: Pencil and Pen
Favorites: Cartoons and Fantasies 



Australia's
Bushfires

By: Ryleigh Baxter

How bad are the fires? The bushfires in Australia have impacted extensive
areas and caused property damage, also have accounted for the deaths of
800 people in Australia. When the lighting hit some trees that were very
bone dry then the fire had started. It started next to New South Wales. The
Gospers Mountain fire became Australia’s largest “Megafire.” A lot of other
fires that had started, the megafire had grown to end up connect most of
them. The blaze has burned 2 million acres of land, enveloping hinterland
and wine country. After the megafire started it is three months later and
they are still going on.
 
Did you know that the brush-tailed rock wallabies are some of the most
endangered mammal in Australia. In Victoria, the state government said
that it would cost 17.5 million Australian dollars. That is 12 million dollars
here. They are going to focus the most on the species most at risk.

WILLARD
MISSOURI

The History of

By: Bly Sublett

Willard is a small town in southwest
Missouri that about 5280 people call
home. It is not a very big town only
taking up approximately 6 square miles
total. This town has a lot of rich history
that is personal to many people. The
three main topics in this article will be
the founding of Willard, historic
monuments, and how it became the
town we all know and love.
 
The first person to settle in what is now
known as Willard was Oscar Farmer,
who came here in 1836. Two other
notable families settled in Willard just a
few years later. These were the Kime
family which included Dennis Kime and
his wife, then there was George and
Elizabeth Oscar . One of the most
important things in Willard's history is its
famous Frisco Highline trail. Now we are
going to discover why it is so important
to Willard's history. Interesting fact
Willard was not originally going to be
named Willard.

It all started in the year 1884 when
one could say Willard shone
brightest, you had to thank the
Saint Louis and Frisco railroad for
that. The railroad ran through
Springfield then Willard and finally
to Kansas City. Today this is a
popular walking trail that many of
the surrounding areas people walk
or bike on everyday.
 
Here is a picture of part of the
Frisco trail

Another historic monument is the
Northern Red Oak in Jackson
street park which today stands
about 20 feet tall. The Northern
Red Oak was originally from
Virginia and was at Thomas
Jefferson's home.

Here is a picture of the Sloan's
family house which is still being
used today

In conclusion Willard is a small
town with a rich history full of
amazing people and places. It is
the place many people call home.
Its the town that we all know and
love.



WE  HAVE  PUBLISHED  3  NEWSCASTS .   STUDENTS  HAVE  BEEN  USING  THE

HABITS ,  BE  PROACTIVE  AND  BEGIN  WITH  THE  END  IN  MIND ,  BY  PLANNING

EACH  SEGMENT  USING  A  STORYBOARD  AND  WORKING  TO  MEET

REQUIRED  DEADLINES .   OUR  CLASS  MISSION  IS  TO  CREATE  QUALITY

POSITIVE  VIDEOS  THAT  INFORM ,  ENTERTAIN ,  AND  INSPIRE  TIGER  PRIDE

TO  CELEBRATE  OTHERS .   THIS  MISSION  HAS  PROVIDED  FOCUS  SO  THAT

WE  ARE  ABLE  TO  PRACTICE  THE  HABIT  OF  BEGIN  WITH  THE  END  IN  MIND

TO  CREATE  OUR  SEGMENTS .   WORKING  IN  A  TEAM  FOR  EACH  SEGMENT

TO  UTILIZE  EACH  OTHER ’S  STRENGTHS  HAS  GIVEN  US  OPPORTUNITY  TO

THINK  WIN -WIN  WITH  PROBLEMS  THAT  ARISE  AS  WE  WORK  TOGETHER

AND  REALLY  LISTEN  TO  EACH  OTHER  BEFORE  RESPONDING  SO  THAT  WE

ARE  ABLE  TO  SYNERGIZE  AND  COME  UP  WITH  THE  BEST  IDEAS  TOGETHER

AS  A  TEAM

ACTION CLASS UPDATE:  J-CLUB

WE  PLANNED  THE  BATTLE

OF  ACTION  ON  THE  LAST

DAY  OF  THE  LAST

SEMESTER  IN  DECEMBER .

WE  ARE  PLANNING  ON

PLANNING  STUDENT

TEACHER

CONFERENCES ,  AND  WE

ARE  ALSO  GOING  TO

PLAN  MAP  REWARD

DAY .

ACTION CLASS UPDATE:  STUDENT LIGHTHOUSE

WE  ARE  CURRENTLY  REVIEWING  AWARD  WINNING  STUDENT  NEWSCAST

TO  LOOK  CRITICALLY  AT  THE  VIDEOS  WE  HAVE  CREATED  AND  DETERMINE

HOW  WE  CAN  MAKE  IMPROVEMENTS  WITH  OUR  SEGMENTS .

WE  PUT  IN  PICTURES  FOR

HANGING  PICTURES

THROUGHOUT  THE  SCHOOL

TO  FILL  THE  ACTION  CLASS

PHOTOS  IN  THE  LOBBY  AND

HANGING  PICTURES  AND

TAKING  PICTURES  OF

FRIENDS .

ACTION CLASS UPDATE:  CAPTURING LIFE



History of 

By: Hayden Kaniowski

However fans considered that the next film would’ve made
up for the mistakes that were made. Anakin would now be
older and there seemed to be less Jar Jar Binks. However,

fans again were left disappointed once again. People make
the film as a really bad love story with Anakin being

betrayed as an arrogant brat and most of the film until the
last point being boring. So fans wondered if they were

gonna see a good Star Wars film ever again.

In 2005 saw the release of Revenge of the Sith the final film
in the prequel series. Now while this was a controversial
film many people seem to enjoy this one more than the

others. They enjoyed the story of Anakin becoming Darth
Vader and the duel between him and Obi Wan. Other

things like the action such as the Battle over Coruscant
were impressive and still are. It also brought General

Grievous from the 2003 Clone Wars cartoon. John Williams
score was at its peak. Providing iconic scores such as Battle

Of The Heroes and Anakin vs Obi Wan.

This new trilogy gave way for a new creation known as the
show The Clone Wars. However the pilot for this show was

a film that came out in 2008. It featured new characters
such as Ahsoka Tano, and Captain Rex. However the film
was mostly frowned upon with many people complaining
that the animation was not on par with a feature length

film. Other complaints claimed the film was stale and not
very exciting. So it transferred to the show many know and
love on Cartoon Network and is now getting a new season

on Disney Plus.

For awhile the dust settled on Star Wars in
the film department. That is until in 2013
Disney bought Lucasfilm Ltd. for over 4

billion dollars. They announced Star Wars
Episode Seven. The original cast would be
returning along with new stars. Later the
cast would be announced with the three

main stars being Daisy Ridley, John
Boyega, and Adam Driver. The film’s trailer

would be released in late 2014 and the
later trailers being released in 2015. The
film opened in December of 2015 and

most fans and critics were pleased to see
Star Wars back in action once again.

The film introduced many new characters
such as Rey a scavenger who becomes a
jedi, Finn a stormtrooper who joins the

resistance, Poe Dameron the best
resistance fighter pilot, and Kylo Ren an
apprentice of Luke Skywalker turned to
the dark side. The film also opened a lot
of questions. Some of these being “Who

are Rey’s parents”, and “How did Ren go to
the dark side?” These questions would

later be revealed in future films.
 

However Disney was not only producing
saga films. In December 2016 Rogue One:
A Star Wars Story. New characters were
introduced such as Jyn Erso and K-2SO.
The film’s plot is about how a group of

rebel alliance soldiers get the plans to the
Death Star. This film also saw the return of

characters such as Darth vader and
Grand Moff Tarkin. This film was highly

received by fans.

In December 2017 The Last Jedi was released and the film
was divided among the people. Many people didn’t like

Luke’s character nor Rose Ticos. Many people thought the
canto bite planet was a drag for the film’s pacing. They also
were disappointed by Rey being a nobody and not related

to someone that had the force.

Now we reach here. 2019. Star Wars has three big releases.
The Mandalorian on Disney Plus, Jedi: Fallen Order The
Video Game, and Star Wars Episode 9.  Out of all these
Mandalorian and Jedi: Fallen Order were highly praised.
Baby Yoda took the world by storm and many people
seemed to enjoy Cal’s adventure taking place 15 years
before the events of the original Star Wars. Star Wars

Episode 9 however was another big confliction. People
either loved it or thought it was just a mess. I’m not gonna

into spoilers so that is all I can really say.

So now who know what’s in for Star Wars?  Clone Wars
season 7 and a new Darth Vader comic are coming out
next month. However we don’t know what’s in store for

the film department. However we all know that
something will always be in store for the galaxy far, far

away….

Continued...from Somewhere!

In Early 2018 would see the release of Solo. This spinoff film
would be Han Solo 10 years before the events of the

original film. Most audiences backlashes against it because
of the Last Jedi. This caused the movie to bomb financially.
However the people that did see it thought it was meh or

really good.



WE  HAVE  ACCOMPLISHED

NOTHING  IN  THE  LAST

MONTH .

WINDOW  PAINTING

ENVELOPE  ART

MOSAIC  ART

PAPER  MACHE  TIGER

ACTION CLASS UPDATE:  COMMUNITY ART ACTION CLASS 

WE  HAVE  BEEN  REVIEWING

THE  STUDENT  HANDBOOK ,

REVIEWING  SCHOOL  RULES ,

AND  SETTING  GOALS  OF

WHERE  WE  WANT  TO  GO  IN

THE  NEXT  COUPLE  OF

MONTHS .

OUR  GOALS  FOR  THE  NEXT  COUPLE

MONTHS  ARE  TO  RAISE  MONEY

AND /OR  ANY  SUPPLIES  TO  DONATE  TO

THE  ANIMAL  SHELTER .  WE 'D  ALSO

LIKE  TO  EVENTUALLY  GO  ON  A  "FIELD

TRIP "  TO  THE  SHELTER  TO  READ  AND

HANGOUT  WITH  THE  ANIMALS .  SO  I

THINK  ONE  OF  OUR  BIGGEST  GOALS  IS

TO  SHOW  MS .  COBB  THAT  WE  ARE

RESPONSIBLE  AND  THAT  SHE  CAN

TRUST  US  ENOUGH  TO  TAKE  US  TO

THE  SHELTER .

ACTION CLASS UPDATE:  SHELTER BUDDIES

WE  HAVE  BEEN  CREATING  EXHIBITS  TO

MAKE  A  MUSEUM  TO  INFORM  THE

PUBLIC  ABOUT  THE  HOLOCAUST .  WE

HAVE  BEEN  MAKING  INTERACTIVE

EXHIBITS  LIKE  A  LIGHT -UP  MAP ,  A

MODEL  OF  AUSCHWITZ ,  AND

PROPAGANDA  POSTERS  AMONG  MANY

OTHERS .  WE  WILL  BE  INVITING  ACTION

CLASSES  TO  TOUR  THE  MUSEUM  IN

FEBRUARY .

WE  WILL  FINISH  ALL  OF

OUR  PROJECTS  AND

ASSEMBLE  THE  MUSEUM .

WE  WILL  HAVE  ACTION

CLASSES  EXPLORE  THE

MUSEUM  AND  LEARN

SOMETHING  NEW .

ACTION CLASS UPDATE:  HISTORY CLUB 



If very hard to find a good place to start with this amazing album, so how
about we cover the basics? The Weezer album (or Blue album)  was made
by an american rock band named Weezer. The Blue album was released

on May 10th, 1994. The members of the band included Rivers Cumos,
Brain Bell, Matt Sharp, and Patrick Wilison. This was their first album and it
was a hit! The Blue album had been composed with 10 songs by the band.

 
The songs included were My name is Jonas, No one else, The world had

turned on me, Buddy Holly, Undone - The sweater song, Surf wax america,
Say it ain't so, In the garage, Holiday and Only in dreams. Some of their
biggest hits on this album included Say it ain't so, Buddy Holly and The

sweater song. My favorite two songs on this album include In the garage
and Only in dreams. I like these songs because I can relate to them. Such
as in the song in my garage talks about how he plays DnD in his garage

with his friends and how his garage has nerdy posters hanging in it such
as a kiss poster.

 
In the song In the garage River talks about how he feels safe and how he
doesn't have to worry about anything. It talks about how his a loner, and
in his garage he feels safe. Because he’s surrounded by posters, comics
and his DnD stuff. Which is all the stuff he really cares about. I can relate
to this the most because I have a lot of nerdy things and my room is like

my sanctuary. I feel like in my room I can't be judged by anyone.
 

Only in dreams is about how he’s very nerdy and he likes this girl. But this

By: Tobias Walton

Blue Album

Review

song  has more of a twist. It’s more realistic than a Hollywood movie. In the song the geek doesn't actually get the girl.
Ouch haven't we all been in that place where we like a girl, but she doesn't like you because you're “not her type”.

Probably one of the more relatable songs from the album.

On the Toby scale of great music I rate this album a 100% for totally rad! I rated this a 100% because of how relatable
this album is,and how the album flows and I also really enjoy how the band wrote the album and how it stands out

from other albums. This album really stands out because of the songs Buddy Holly, Say it ain't so and Sweater song.
The song Say it ain't so is about how alcoholism is tearing his family apart and how he was living through it in his

teenage years. Which adds a lot of feeling and meaning into the album.
 

The Sweater song is suppose to be a sad song but people think it’s a hilarious song. The metaphor for a sweater is you
being unraveled bit by bit and then at the end,he becomes fully undone. My opinion maybe completely different than
yours, but trust me this album is amazing and has a lot of feeling and relatable moments. So you may have to listen to

this album yourself. Easily one of the best albums from the 90’s. But trust me, it's a classic!



WHY SEQUELS TEND TO BE WORSE THAN THE ORIGINAL
By: Logan Hoover

Movie sequels tend to have a weird sort of “curse” on them that makes them degrade in quality. Some are
good, some are better than the original. But most are only made because of directors wanting to bank
extra on their previous success. While it would make sense that the actors would get used to playing the
same character again, they have probably played in other movies recently, making it hard for them to
remember their role. Then there’s the matter of how most sequels have a worse plot or story because of
there being no reason for the movie to continue after the first, (for example. Why have a big bad alien 
attack your Sci-fi crew when you had just gotten them home to earth in the last one?) While a lot of these
sequels have a reason for existing, introducing a new random plot device to drag your main characters
into another adventure tends to end poorly. Especially if they are given new character traits and/or flaws
to match the new situation. So to wrap it up, sequels tend to be bad because most directors want money,
not a continuation of a good story. So a small Salute to a few good Sequels, prequels, and trequals, for
existing either better than or equal to their original.Godfather part 2, Star Trek: Wrath of Khan, Iron Man 3,
and Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

HOOVIE'S MOVIE REVIEWS*
*Summaries by Google

Summary: Ever since he was a kid monster,
Mike Wazowski (Billy Crystal) has dreamed of
becoming a Scarer. To make his dream a
reality, he enrolls at Monsters University.
During his first semester, he meets Sulley
(John Goodman), a natural-born Scarer.
Sulley and Mike engage in a fierce rivalry
that ultimately gets them both kicked out of
MU's elite Scare Program. To make things
right, Mike and Sulley -- along with a bunch
of misfit monsters -- will have to learn to
work together

Logan’s Review: To start, this movie is a prequel, so that being said, it
comes before monster’s inc. When in actuality, twelve years after the
production of Monsters inc, this movie holds its ground very well, they
have a great cast of characters and the ones who return from the last
movie did an excellent job with their character’s roles. I feel one of the
obvious parts to why people enjoy this movie is the nice style and return
to a major Pixar hit. During the movie you meet the new cast of
protagonists who join Mike and Sulley, and while they are somewhat
thrust into the background they have some great actors behind them.
But off the topic of actors and acting, I think this movie is a great prequel
because of its overall feel of being an addition to the “Monsters universe”
and doesn’t have that “we pulled our characters back into the action!
Why? Cause the money!” feel that others have. Monsters Inc was a great
movie that many people wanted a sequel of and I feel it pays off. That
being said there are some mistakes that can be pointed out, such as the
fact of how the university and the Incorporation share the same logo,
and while I feel that is so we the people outside of the movie universe
knows it’s the same series. I don’t think it’s a large problem, just a little
nitpick of the fact that they don’t ever mention the University being
owned by/owning the Incorporation, yet it feels like something that
wouldn't be allowed to take place, otherwise, why would they share the
same brand logo if they weren't an offshoot of the same company.
Overall I think it’s a 5/5 Good, small flaws that can be pointed at, but
easily overlooked due to the fact it’s to make things easier to
understand.

Summary: Video game bad guy Ralph
and fellow misfit Vanellope von

Schweetz must risk it all by traveling to
the World Wide Web in search of a

replacement part to save Vanellope's
video game, "Sugar Rush." In way over
their heads, Ralph and Vanellope rely

on the citizens of the internet -- the
netizens -- to help navigate their way,

including an entrepreneur named
Yesss, who is the head algorithm and

the heart and soul of trend-making site
BuzzzTube..

Logan’s Review: As I said above, Some movies are only made
for the money. While I personally think this is one of those, It is

considered a great movie, To throw in my opinion, I find the plot
device of “oh look, a new ‘game’ to explore” is a little on the nose,

I understand the “game breaking down we have to fix it” plot
hook, but it just feels too forced for me. That being said there are
some good moments in the movie, such as the scene where our
main duo are talking to KnowsMore, and he’s attempting to fill in

their searches with suggestions. Or the scene where duo but uno
and only the small one, are walking through disney’s corner of

the internet and the security team comprised of stormtroopers
chases her, it’s a nice touch and is a good representation of

disney virus protection. Although overall I feel this movie has a
feeling of “dragging the characters in for round 2” with it’s

mediocre plot hook and plot device to start the show, and
cameos of disney characters to get people interested in  buying. I
would personally give it a 3/5, it's not bad, just has so much stuff

in it that could have been better overall that I don’t feel is
important.

Don't 
forget to check out 

our J-Club Tiger Newscasts!
http://bit.ly/wmsjclub



What is a New Years Resolution? A New Year's resolution is a tradition to
challenge you to make or break a habit. The statistics of how many people
actually keep their goals is very low at 8 percent, and the amount that fail is very
high at 80 percent. The first time that the new years resolution was brought
around was in 1813. And 40-45% of people create a new new years resolution
each year.
 
Some of the most popular New Year's resolutions are, Lose weight, Quit
smoking, and eating healthier. Fun fact did you know that about 80% of the
people that make New Year’s resolutions fail by mid February.

N E W  Y E A R ' S

R E S O L U T I O N S

History of

By: Taylor Russell

But the Babylonians believed that they were the first ever to make new Year's resolutions 4,000 years ago. Did you know that the
new year for them did not start in January, it started in March. Did you know that Additionally  the Babylonians were the first
recorded people that celebrated the new year.

J A N U A R Y  I S  T H E

By: Andrew Orfin

WORST
M O N T H !

If January was the only month of the year then
the world would be gray with sadness.

January is a month only liked by people who
have their birthday during it and it would be

better if we were to just cancel January
outright. January is a boring month, with awful
weather, and it just makes you feel bad from
last month. The best month to cry would for

sure be January.
 

If you are into fun then you would hate
January. January is probably only notable for
one holiday, New Year’s Day. New Years Day
probably is what makes January bearable for
most people and it’s charm really only lasts

for about 3 days. New Years Day also comes
with downsides but we will talk about that
later. Other than that, there is no major

 holiday in January and you just have to
be bored with the whole month.

 
“What if I just play outside then I won’t

be bored.” Actually good luck trying
that cause January has awful weather.

Thanks to experience, I know that
usually after December it starts to
snow a lot. You might think snow is
cool! Well normally the snow can be
super inconvenient forcing you to

shovel out the snow or it could be ice.
Ice is very dangerous and forces

people to go slow or else they skid and
crash. Fortunately for the outdoors

people, soon there won’t be any snow
thanks to the climate changing.

 
Love to feel sad? January is a great
month to make you feel bad. New
Year’s Eve is notable for making

resolutions that many people manage
to break in the middle of January.

 Also, the awful cold weather isn’t
doing a great job to make anyone
feel better and many times is very
gloomy. So if you want to cry do it

during January.
 

If you love being around sadness
then January is the month for you.

Only people who have their
birthday during January like it.

January is a boring year, with awful
weather, and it just makes you feel
bad from last month. It would be
better for everyone if we just stop
January. This is why January is the

best month to cry.



new years
tradition!

H I S T O R Y  O F

By: Blake Daugherty

What is New Years? Well New Years is a time when we celebrate
the New Year and we decide our New Year's resolutions, but we

are not going to be talking about resolutions. The first time
people celebrated New Years was in 45 B. C. According to

History.com, “New Year wasn't always celebrated in January. The
Ancient Roman calendar used to follow the lunar cycle, and had

the New Year beginning in March. Sosigenes, an astronomer,
convinced Julius Caesar to follow the solar year, instead. From
46 B.C. on, the New Year began in January”. According to the

website classical historian,  “before Julius Caesar, Romans
celebrated on March first as the new years because March is

the first  month in the roman calendar”.

Stories of the WMS Wrestling Season!
By: Sawyer Piper

In this article, I will tell some funny stories of the
Wrestling season...Also in this article, I will Be

interviewing Some of the WMS Wrestling team. So
sit down and buckle up this is going to be a fun

ride.
 

Practice stories: These stories will mostly
anonymous, first off I will tell the story of how me
and Eileen Palumbo, along with most of the team,

Almost died. So this was a few weeks into the
season, and we were doing twenty - ones because
we were talking too much during that practice. You
may be wondering, what are twenty ones- Well let
me tell you they aren’t as easy as they sound. We

kept restarting because a person on the team was
sand-bagging us, I got so frustrated and then
before I knew it I couldn’t breathe and almost

passed out.
 

The next story is the day we did hard conditioning
for the first time, otherwise known as “shape day.”
The reason I call it “shape day” is because that day

my everything was whipped into shape. A very good
shape might I add, that’s the day I started preferring

squats overrunning. We did all sorts of running,
Indian runs, crab walks, bear crawls, mountain

climbers, walk, jog and sprints. Etc. Let’s just say if
there is an exercise I've probably done it.

 
 

Duel stories: This was at my first duel at home in
the upper gym, my nerves were through the roof. It
was cold in the gym, Like being outside in winter in

a singlet. I was super paranoid, Every name they
called I thought it was me. Finally it was time for me
to go down. My nerves shot through the roof, I was
first on mat and in position.  My opponent was from
Republic, Short muscular and a total outmatch for

me. I put on my band around my ankle and got into
position, She slowly followed. My heart was

pounding and people were loudly cheering for me
then we shook hands.

 
Few seconds following the shrill whistle she

immediately choked me and the world stopped.
The referee saw that she was doing an illegal move

and didn’t call it.

sense because Diamond is in the country parts
near Neosho. I had my first match and it went okay

and I had a long time to rest then after the long
break I was paired with an A wrestler when I

shouldn’t have. He was very respectful he had a
firm grip when we shook hands, The whistle blew
and he started hand- fighting me immediately I

knew I was going to lose but I wasn’t gonna give up
without a fight. After a while of trial and error he
picked me up off the ground in an illegal manner,

then my world paused again as I saw my
teammates not paying attention and the fans in the
crowd with shocked faces. Following the moment of
pause, it was like slow-mo when he body-slammed

me to the mat, Every bone popped and my guts
shuffled. He got on top of me and started to try and

pin me but I put up a fight even in my immense
pain, Afterwards he hugged me out of respect of

the fight I put up.
 

If you’re in seventh and are looking for a winter
sport next year I highly recommend wrestling. It

may sound dumb and boring but you get to have
your own adventures! At first, I wasn’t sure I would

stay but I ended up really liking the sport!

Interviews!:
 

How was your season?
Bobbilynn Ruble: Awful

Riley Robinson: Pretty good, bad unfair matches
Gina Sellers: Good

Brooklyn Creek: Very good, I had a great time.
Cameron Sanchez: Good

Adam Dunlap: A winning season
 

What was your favorite school to wrestle?
Bobbilynn Ruble: Webb city

Riley Robinson: Nixa
Gina Sellers: Nixa

Brooklyn Creek: Neosho
Cameron Sanchez: Ozark

Adam Dunlap: Ozark

My next story is my second duel in
Diamond MO. I was tired and it was
super dark outside the gym smelled
like rubber and farm, which makes 

What was your favorite bus story?
Bobbilynn Ruble: Scrunchie speaker

Riley Robinson: Dance party on girls bus
Gina Sellers: Coffee shoes

Brooklyn Creek: Party on the bus
Cameron Sanchez: A fight

Adam Dunlap: Human triangle
 

What was your favorite Match/ Tournament
/Practice story

Bobbilynn Ruble: When I got my first pin
Riley Robinson: When Cameron broke my rib in

practice
Gina Sellers: When I got to flip Bobbilynn

Brooklyn Creek: Pizza on the bus
Cameron Sanchez: When I put a 4’11 kid in a cradle
Adam Dunlap: When I got a pin in fifteen seconds



WMS ClubsSPOTLIGHTBy: Seth Miller

There are many clubs in Willard middle school, though some of them are immediately disregarded by the
majority of WMS for the sole reason that they don't know what it is. This article is all about three clubs that

not many know about, or if you know about it then you don't know what you do in there. Hopefully at the
end of this you learn something new and get involved.

 
If you like trivia, like being right, or you just know a bunch of random facts that you think don't matter,
YOU SHOULD DO ACADEMIC TEAM, which meets every other Thursday. Academic team is kind of like

a less intense Jeopardy, and instead of winning money, you win a brand new, good time. Academic
team is run by Mrs. Bowden, there are also, as of before Christmas break, only 4 or 5 members.

They need you to join. There is a wide variety of questions to suit whatever topic you excel
in, from Pokemon to world capitals, it's perfect for you.

 
Jazz is a type of music that contain percussion, brass, and woodwind instruments. In jazz
band, you meet most Tuesdays and Thursdays preparing for competitions against other

schools. Mr. Scriven, who is the brass teacher in the normal band, also teaches Jazz band. We
have only met a couple times  so there is still time for you to join and not feel like you're

behind. If you join jazz band you will experience growth in your musical instrument and a
few laughs along the way. Jazz band is open to seventh and eighth graders that have musical

experience, but you don't have to be in band to be in jazz band.
 

Are you creative? Do you like LEGO? What you do is literally in the name so it's not hard to guess what
they do in LEGO club. Basically, there are a ton of legos in Mrs. McDowell’s room, so you can create

whatever you want, with or without help from anyone else. The best part is that there is a sweet lovable
dog named Archie in there with you if you want a change of pace, or just want a sweet lovable companion

for an hour.

WE  HAVE  BEEN  REVIEWING  THE  7

HABITS

 

WE  ARE  DEVELOPING  OUR  OWN  BOARD

GAMES  AND  INCORPORATING  THE  7

HABITS

ACTION CLASS UPDATE:  WMS APPRENTICE



On Tuesday August 6th it was announced Viacom (The
parents of Paramount and Nickelodeon) were purchasing

Garfield more specifically Paws Inc. the comic studio made by
Jim Davis for a disclosed amount of money. This isn’t the first

iconic name Viacom has bought in recent-ish years. On
October 21st 2009 they purchased Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles for $60 Million Dollars from The Mirage Group/Studio
(the company that created the turtles). Viacom has plans for a
new animated series to air alongside their other shows such
as Spongebob Squarepants and the most recent incarnation

of TMNT, Rise of The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles on
Nickelodeon.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The future of the Garfield is beyond what I consider fine. After
all, unlike the two comic strips I’ve looked at before had

finished their run, Garfield is still running just as he was 40
years ago. Combine that with an upcoming show on the most

successful children’s network Garfield and friends (not that
show specifically) are not going anywhere anytime soon. You

know what's also not going anywhere soon? The Growl
Gazette’s comic strips! Now that you’ve read an article about a
comic strip how about reading a comic strip itself. Well your in

luck because we two of our very own comics by Lincoln
Patrick and Dustin Shelton. Next month we will be going into
the history of a non-comic character’s journey with comics.

Garfield, a name known throughout the world (unless you live in
Norway, Finland, and Sweden where his name is Gustav); but how

much do you really know about Garfield or it’s creator? Well, if
you’re afraid you lack some important knowledge about the fat,

lasagna loving, orange cat then you’ve come to the right place. So
strap in as we go into a brief history about Jim Davis and his

creation that took the world and merchandise manufacturers by
storm.

 
On July 28th, 1945 Anna Catherine Davis gave birth to Jim Robert

Davis in Marion Indiana. As a child, Jim Davis had respiratory
issues which caused is mother to tell her son to not do physical
activities and rather do things such as drawing. As time went on

his drawing skills would improve but he never actually considered
it something he could make a living out of. Jim Davis wanted to get
into the advertising business. It wasn’t until he interned with Tom
K. Ryan (the cartoonist behind “Tumbleweeds”) where he learned
how to produce a comic strip, of course giving birth to one of the
most famous comic strip characters…. Gnorm Gnat. Yeahh as you
can guess from your lack of knowing this characters existence it

didn’t do to well. Gnorm Gnat would only run from 1975 to 1977.
It wouldn’t be for a few more years until Garfield was created (due

to a lack of prominent cat characters) and debut in 1978.
 

The first time Garfield stepped out of the panels and onto our
screens was on May 15th, 1980 on CBS. The Fantastic Funnies was
an hour long special of multiple animation adaptation of multiple
comic strips and interviews with their creators. However it wasn’t

until October 25th 1982 where Garfield got his solo appearance in
animation with the TV special Here Comes Garfield. During the

production Jim Davis wanted Garfield to dance to his theme song
for the opening scene but didn’t know how to pull it off due to

Garfield previous to this only being scene on all fours. Thankfully
for Jim Davis, Charles M. Schulz was in the same studio that day

and redrew Jim’s work starting "The problem is, you've made
Garfield's feet too small. Little tiny cat feet". Reception of the

broadcast was good with Here Comes Garfield being nominated
for a Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Animated Program.
Garfield would go on to have 11 more television specials winning 4

awards and was nominated for 7.  The next notable non-comic
media for Garfield would be the animated special Garfield and

Friends. The show won Best Animated Series at the Young Artist
Awards and was nominated for four other awards across two

other award shows. It ran from September 17, 1988 to December
10, 1994 on CBS Saturday morning.  The cancellation of the show
was due to the nature of Saturday morning cartoons coming to an
end. The next incarnation of Garfield was in the 2004 film Garfield

from 20th Century Fox(now under the Disney company retitled
20th Century Studios). The movie made back four times its

budget, meaning it was a financial success. On the flip side, the
movie was not critically successful having only a 15% on Rotten

Tomatoes and 5/10 on IMDb.

GARFIELD!
History of Our Favorite Feline...

By: Aidan Helms


